1.

I Spy
Introduction
It’s easy to look, but easier to miss things. Seeing is vital to Search and
Rescue; trying these activities will sharpen your spotting skills by
making sure your eyes are wide open.

Activities
Ages 10 ½ - 14 ½ years (e.g. Scouts and Guides)


Where’s Wally?



Take part in a patrol lane to see how many objects you can spot.



Talk about what makes items easier or more difficult to spot and
share top spotting tips. Then try the patrol lane again. Don’t forget
your cube!



If it happens to be getting dark, try the activity again to see what
difference it makes.



Try out fingertip searches like on TV.

Ages 14 ½ years + (e.g. Senior Section, Explorers and Network)


Find the hidden meanings.



When looking for a missing person, what sort of objects might you
find? How would you know what’s relevant and what can we learn
from them?



Take part in a patrol lane to see how many objects you can spot.
What makes items easier or more difficult to spot?



Talk about or use the four components of an Efficient Search
(Northumbrian Rain Dance, critical separation, searchers’ cube and
purposeful wandering).

Equipment
Where’s Wally and Find the Hidden Meanings: Where’s Wally? books can
be found in children’s book collections or often in local libraries. For ‘hidden
meanings’ check out the websites that help you notice the elements of
company logos you might not have spotted before. Try searching “subliminalPage 1 of 8
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messages-in-popular-logos”, or similar.

Patrol Lanes: objects that can be hidden in the surrounding area. This can include some items that
might be left behind by a missing person, also. Good things to hide include:
o
o
o
o
o

Items of clothing (hats, socks, coats, t-shirts, shoes, etc.)
Empty packets (medicine bottle, drinks can, crisp packet, cigarette box, etc.)
Accessories (watch, compass, walking pole, glasses, jewellery, etc.)
Footprints
Tickets / receipts

Fingertip Search: A small area of grass/scrub/open woodland. String or pegs to mark out a small area.
Small objects to scatter across the area such as buttons, marbles, sim cards, jewellery (preferably of the
costume variety, just in case!)
Other: if you want to join some modules up, you could do a patrol lane and get searchers to ‘bag and
tag’ the evidence as they go – see Challenge 11, CSI: UK for details.

Setup
Patrol Lanes: scatter objects throughout a designated area. Use a variety of objects with different
textures, reflectiveness / shine, size, straightness, colour, etc.. Place them in places that are high, low,
inside things, on top of things, behind things so that searchers have to look up, down, round and behind
them to successfully find things. Remember the number of objects you have placed!
The objects can be placed in a narrow area, e.g. along a footpath for a single searcher to walk down, or
they can be spread across a wider area so that a team of searchers walking only a few feet apart sideby-side can search together – this creates a ‘line search’ instead of a ‘patrol lane’ but the activity is the
same.
Ensure the first time people search, there is very little introduction – just ask them to walk through and
count the objects they find, without touching them. Once searchers have been through once, discuss
the characteristics of objects and techniques for searching (see below), then ask them to search the
area again – hopefully they should spot several more things than the first time!

Further information
Where’s Wally?
Believe it or not CSI (crime scene investigator) trainees are introduced to “Where’s Wally” as a tool to
learn how to search in a systematic way. Most good book shops should have a “Where’s Wally” book for
a reasonable price. In pairs or small groups have the Scouts and Guides find Wally. Have them then
explain how they searched the picture. Hopefully they would explain that they divided the picture into
small squares and once happy that the square did not contain Wally they moved onto the next one.
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Get participants to look at another “Where’s Wally” picture and to use a different technique to see if
Wally is found more quickly or not.

Hidden meanings
Looking at hidden meanings in logos is all about trying to look at things from all angles; for example, if
you’re told you’re looking for a 5’3 female then you imagine a whole person. If that person is sheltering,
they may be huddled in a ball so are no longer ‘person shaped’, or you may see a shoe poking out from
behind a bush or tree. Searchers must challenge their brains and not just look for the obvious.

Patrol Lanes
A patrol lane is a way that searchers practice their “searching the cube” technique. Throughout a search
it is important that a searcher always looks around him/her in order to ensure that nothing is missed. In
order to remind everyone about this we refer to “The Searcher Cube”, a box with six-sides with the
searcher in centre, each side of which the searcher must look at. In other words the searcher must look
forward, backwards, left, right, up and down.

Line Search

Direction of search

This basic search method consists of a long line of searchers spaced about 5 metres apart and
everyone moves forward together. Although this a very good search pattern it is manpower intensive
and slow. Also when searchers are walking in open country there is the tendency to talk to each other
so clues could be missed. As peripheral vision is being relied upon for the area between the searchers
small objects close to the line could be a problem.
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A small modification was made to the line search by the military to overcome this. The “Military” variant
of the line search consists of overlapping lines with searchers spaced 10 metres apart to cope with the
peripheral vision problem and to cut down chatting.
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Figure 2 - Military version of line search

Place different size objects for both types of line searches and test how successful they are.
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Critical Separation is the cornerstone of almost every search undertaken.
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